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“Right now the Amazon, home to millions of my
relatives, is burning. If it goes on like this, twenty years
from now my house will become a desert and my
people will be at risk of becoming history.
Governments … are not helping. They promote hatebased narratives and a development model that attacks
nature and indigenous peoples. These governments are
trying to put us in extinction. They are part of the
problem.”
— Artemisa Xakriabá
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Editorial
Djibril al-Ayad

This issue is full of tales of unlikely heroes: defiant
champions, artists or artisans who don’t let society’s
expectations limit their creativity, mismatched partners,
heroines who make their own stories, unexpected
researchers, and survivors who speak out and won’t be
crushed or mediocre. It is full of voices we were not
meant to hear, beauty we were not meant to see.
Mothers, daughters and lovers have to fight for
themselves (whether or not there are men in their lives);
girls with the perspective of seeing the world from the
moon still struggle to be taken seriously by the
authorities in mapmaking; an immortal queen knows
what invisible courage and suffering means; a middling
contestant proves Butler’s argument that persistence is
worth more than “innate” talent; teenage girls have to
fight dragons if there are no knights available.
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Children have to stand up and fight for the Earth
because we have failed them, have been failing them for
generations.
This issue is dedicated to the unlikely heroes, the
invisible warriors, the strikers who would much rather
be in school.
Thanks as always to Alexandra, Eva, Jennifer, Kate,
Katrina, Lisa, Misha, Rufina and Tannara for their
beautiful words, and to Cécile, Eric, Fluffgar, Joyce,
Katharine, Miguel, Rachel, Saleha and Toeken for their
incomparable images. My co-editors Bruce, Regina,
Trace and Valeria do the work of heroes, and
copyeditors Brian Olszewski and Hûw Steer help the
whole thing come together. No one can pull off
something like this magazine alone (and who would
want to?).
See you all again in January!
Djibril al-Ayad, October 2019
Comment on the stories in this issue on the TFF blog:
press.futurefire.net/2019/10/new-issue-201951.html
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Hysteria
Katrina Smith

Illustration © 2019, Fluffgar.

She hasn’t made his lunch. This follows the night they
ate delivery for dinner again. They ate it out of the
cartons while she and the man fought about laundry and
the topic neither mentions by name. The future. The
future. The future. She is not sure she wants his future.
The morning is still soaked in anger. Now there is no
time for lunch, to make a meal out of forgiveness. Now
they are late. She is tired. Her teeth sharpen and she
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pushes against them with her tongue. Her words bite, an
ache in the mouth. While he packs his own lunch, the
man leans across the counter in his wrinkled shirt and
says, “Enough. What is it, that time of the month? That
should make you happy.”
She swallows her tongue, plucks hairs in the
rearview mirror, goes to work, cools herself in
astronomy’s complicated math, measures the spaces
between stars, watches the moon swell larger on her
lunch break.
Later she remembers a bluestocking great-aunt
marching in London, picketboards and speeches and fire
in the streets. When she gets home she irons shirts and
packs lunches. Which is a fine thing, packing lunches,
ironing shirts—the Victorian great-aunt did this for
love, or had the maid do this for love, and in any case
knew manipulation’s great mysteries to complement her
square face and carbon-steel smile. The intractable
great-aunt had no children. Her decisions were never
questioned.
He’s brought home dinner—his favorite, not hers—
the takeout a silent apology in a square box. He thanks
her when he sees the shirts hanging starch-straight in the
closet. He does not apologize for the morning. He has
never understood the insidious context of his insults, the
way they connect to every small thing about her
womanhood, turn into ground glass that churns her
stomach to blood. He is just being honest. She is
willfully barren as a plain in winter, as plain and easily
forgotten as a childless great-aunt.
For years she has told herself that she sees an
insubstantial apology lurking behind his eyes, and he is
here—he says the wrong things, he believes in his own
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superiority so fully that it is a thing innate, like the color
of his skin and eyes, the set of his bones—anyway, he is
here, and she believes he both loves and hates her, and
this is a thing absolute to depend on. Better than
loneliness. Better a twinned, cannibalistic binary star
than a lone singularity.
Except tonight he called her bitch and she said well
maybe I am, so what, surprising herself with the truth of
it, how good it felt to take by force the compliment he
never meant to give.
Standing in the bedroom, watching him sleep, she
feels herself grow tired and restless, wants to howl in
time with the pulse of her own heartbeat. Her arms
jangle loose at the joints, rattle against their sockets. A
glint of yellow in the depths of her eyes. Hormones
flush the hair loose from her pores. Downstairs in the
kitchen the leftover lo mein stinks, and she rubs her
nose and flushes with rage and tears. She is changing
now for good. She is sure of this. The lushness of the
moon rides in her hips and thighs and bones, the
capricious bite of tides that continually spool and
unspool the red thread of her potential.
In a past long-shrouded by mist she believes her
greatest of great-grandmothers wielded fire, had danced
pale and trembling on a low, green plain underneath the
goddess moon, lain with lovers of her choosing and
transformed them into the beasts their natures showed
them to be. She bore proudly the sting of holly at her
breast. Such a woman hides in my blood, she thinks, a
long-haired, long-limbed sorceress, golden and free
against the white snow and absolute black of a
prehistoric sky. Such a woman would have known what
to say to such a man as this.
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Maybe there is nothing left to say to such a man as
this.
She wonders if the words he spits like stones have a
counterpart, a softness, hiding in the dark of his closed
mouth. What else she might take.
He wakes as she rises above him. Her hands push
into his chest, her fingernails—grown long and thick—
slicing delicate incisions, a quiet flaying of skin from
bone and sinew. As her teeth bend to throat, he shakes
and arches below. Her armaments flex. She trembles
with newfound strength and cracks the casement of his
breastbone. His heart, a muscle, beats like a bird at the
cage of her clawed hand. She checks each corner of him
for hidden meaning. She feasts.
In the end he wasn’t wrong about the time of the
month. She does hear the moon calling, chaos rising and
falling like breath in her blood, this vengeance the
beginning of something new.
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Shore Pines and Spider Silk
Misha Penton

Illustration © 2019, Joyce Chng.

Misha Penton

Wind rattles the windows. I wrap myself in a coat and
tiptoe downstairs. In the dark kitchen, flowers drop
petals on granite and a grapefruit rots, releasing its
sickly-sweet citrus scent. The cat lounges near the
fireplace, his green eyes flash. Floorboards creak as I
open the front door and little gold beetles fly to the
porch light. The brick steps are ice beneath my bare feet
as I walk into the night. Against a railing, pale yellow
buds fold into sleep and an egret alights on a cement
fence: he stalks moths among winter blossoms. I dip
beneath rusting cables—barbed wire slices my fingers—
and I skirt high reeds where black marble lions wrestle
in leaf litter. An almost-full moon illuminates the forest
bog, my footprints leave shadows on the planks of the
slippery wood path. Shrub conifers hold their windblown shapes and the smooth gray frameworks of
gnarled shore pines twist skyward. Ice crystals encrust
blades of marsh grasses, sending up tiny frozen spikes
from multi-colored peat moss. I kneel on the cold
boardwalk, lean my face close to the greenery, and
warm the unfurling tendrils with whispers and songs
and rhymes. I rise—my bare legs brush past fern
fiddleheads, bog berries, and the icy-white skeletons of
bishop’s lace. Glittering from twig to twig, tiny spiders
weave webs from starlight—I fill my arms with their
sticky silk and pass into the shallow forest along the
ocean’s edge. White-capped waves crash against spikes
of volcanic rock. I look for sea turtles. A silver tentacle
slides out of the water—the delicate end of its long arm
gently collects beach pebbles. Across the strait,
mountain snow shimmers against a black sky shot
through with the fire of starships.
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Billie the Dragon Slayer
Alexandra Grunberg

Illustration © 2019, Toeken.

Dragons did not seem so terrible in the old stories. Or,
maybe they were terrible, but it was a terribleness in the
past tense. It was a horror that had already happened,
preparing you for the real story of a heroic knight who
would kill the beast rather quickly, if not painlessly. The
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story never went into the details of why the dragon was
so infamous, but no one ever questioned the dragon’s
infamy.
Billie did not question the dragon’s infamy. She
trusted that knights would not go after a boring creature,
and the pictures in the retired wizard’s old books looked
frightening enough, even if they did not really scare.
How could they? It was art, and art was boring, at least
for Billie. Not that she saw much art. She was more
familiar with the corn in her brother’s fields.
She liked the corn. She used to like the dragons.
She imagined riding atop her gallant steed and
piercing its fiery heart. Perhaps that was why she was so
unprepared, why they were all so unprepared. When you
read the story, you imagine yourself as the knight, and
you forget that you are just an extra, a forgotten
character in a forgotten prologue. You are not there to
kill the beast. You are there to burn.
The dragon was much scarier than the retired
wizard’s pictures, and it did much more damage than
Billie could have ever imagined. The cornfield was still
on fire, though Billie’s brother and his wife were doing
their best to douse and stomp out the flames. Their
house fared a little better. Most of the other houses did
not. There were children crying in the street, though
Billie doubted their tears could contain the flames that
still rose on whatever bale of hay they could latch on to.
There were men and women trying hard to be brave,
though Billie supposed it was harder to brave on your
own than from the back of a gallant steed. She saw the
prologue to the stories, and it was not very magical, and
should not have been a passing phrase: “the frightening
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dragon” who “terrorized the villagers.” Like they were
just a trope to discard.
Billie was confused and sad, and when she was
confused and sad, a story usually helped.
And the retired wizard had the best stories.
Billie left the smoke and the confusion and headed
down the singed path into the forest.
The retired wizard lived in a hut in the middle of the
forest. Billie knew she was getting close when she
began to see the sculptures of the wizard’s collection.
The first one that always caught her eye was the
hunched ogre, because he was so large and stood right
in the middle of the path. She always belatedly looked
over her left shoulder to see the top half of the stone
gopher popping out of his gopher hole, well hidden in
the shrubs off the side of the path. It was the true first
statue, though always the second seen. As she walked
closer, the statues became more frequent and more
tightly packed together; a fairy almost taking flight, an
elf in the process of raising her bow and grabbing for an
arrow, a unicorn reared on its hind legs, a dog with one
ear flipped inside out.
Billie gave the dog’s head a pat as she squeezed by,
apologizing to anything she bumped into.
The retired wizard’s door was open. It usually was.
Though he always grumbled when she came by, Billie
thought the wizard liked visitors. She thought he might
be lonely. She would be lonely, if she lived all on her
own. Billie stuck her head inside.
“Mr. Wizard?”
“I’m retired!”
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Billie shut the door behind her and wiped her feet on
the faded welcome mat. There was more soot than she
expected, but Billie was not surprised. Her sister-in-law
always scolded that Billie was never aware of how
much dirt and debris she carried on her. Billie thought
being too clean was a sign that a person never went on
any adventures, or else they only went on clean
adventures, and if your adventures are clean you might
as well not adventure at all. Billie did not really
adventure at all, but she hoped that people who saw her
in all her mucked-up glory would suppose she was a
great adventurer.
“Why are you dressed in ashes?” asked the retired
wizard.
He had not gotten up from his lounge chair, an
overstuffed affair that swallowed most of his spindly
body. One languid wrist turned in steady circles while a
distant spoon in a distant tea cup copied his motions.
Billie pretended she was not impressed.
“There was a dragon.”
“Ah,” said the wizard. “I had a dragon. Bring me my
tea.”
His wrist drooped and the spoon clattered to the
floor. Billie walked inside, carefully picking up the hot
cup and bringing it to the rapidly sinking man.
“What kind of dragon was it?” asked the wizard.
“The usual kind,” said Billie, taking a seat on the
floor, legs crossed.
“What’s a ‘usual dragon?’ They come in all types,”
huffed the wizard, struggling to bring his tea to his lips,
but succeeding despite his difficulties.
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“Well,” said Billie. “It was a big flying one, with
shiny green scales. And it breathed fire over
everything.”
“Ah,” said the retired wizard. “The usual kind.”
“If I was a knight, I could have stopped it.”
“How many knights do you think get charred in the
process of one knight becoming a legend?” asked the
retired wizard. “You probably would have been the
fodder that makes a dragon fearsome, not the hero that
gets praised in ballads.”
He turned down his head, letting his thick glasses fall
to the tip of his nose as he peered at Billie.
“There are very few girl knights, anyway,” he
continued.
“I’m not a girl!” Billie protested.
She did not connect with those dainty ladies in the
stories, hiding in towers. She saw herself through the
eyes of the one wielding the sword.
The wizard continued to scrutinize her.
“Perhaps you’re right. But you’re much too small to
be a knight. You’d have to be at least two heads taller.
And it would not hurt to have two heads. It would be
better to have two heads than be a knight. When knights
get old, they slip up, they make mistakes, and then they
have to retire and they’re not a knight anymore. A twoheaded person has two heads for life.”
The retired wizard frowned and sipped his tea, his
light gray eyes turning a much deeper stormy gray. That
always happened when he talked about retiring. It
helped to make him talk about something else.
“Tell me a story,” said Billie.
“I’m tired. Maybe some other time. What kind of
story?”
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“Tell me a story about your dragon. Your unusual
dragon.”
“It was an unusual dragon,” said the retired wizard,
raising himself slightly out of his cushioned hole. “Very
unusual…”
I don’t know how the egg got into my workshop.
Maybe one of my apprentices was making a joke. A poor
sort of joke, a dangerous one, but that’s apprentices for
you. There’s a reason most of them don’t last very long.
I had never seen an egg like that in my life, but I
knew it was a dragon egg, despite its unusual
appearance. Most dragon eggs are the size of a small
cat, or a large cauldron, or the kind of soft egg
occasionally laid by cursed cows, but this egg was the
size of an apple. But it was nothing like an apple, mostly
the deep black of coal, swirled all around with a silver
that sparkled like sunlit mist. I thought about crushing
it, but I’ve always found it hard to destroy pretty things.
That’s why I have such a large collection of cursed
mirrors. Though the mirrors ended up not being nearly
as much trouble as this small smoky egg.
I saw that egg, and I thought about the ashy remains
left by a fire-breathing dragon. A dragon’s secrets can
be divined through its shells. But I was wrong. I should
have thought of the stony remains left by a dragon. An
unusual dragon.
I was lucky that I was off the day it hatched. Off
somewhere, I don’t know, maybe trying to find a new
apprentice. No, no, that’s not right, because I did not
know I needed one yet. I did not know that until I came
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home and saw the slivered remains of the cracked open
shell and the frozen remains of my apprentice.
Turned completely to stone.
That vacant expression carved on his face for all
eternity.
He might still be outside somewhere. Perhaps beside
that clump of trolls. He blends in well with them.
Yes, he was the first, but he was not the last. All of
those creatures outside, whether they were coming to
attack me for some magical crime or coming to just pay
a visit, they were all turned to stone. All of their frozen
gazes pointed down, down to something small that must
have crawled up to them unannounced, and they looked
down, looked down into its eyes before they realized
that was a horrible idea.
Most new places are best explored with a blindfold
and a guide.
Every full moon, I would find another small dark egg
in my workroom, usually tucked somewhere warm by
the fire. Whenever I found it, I would smash it under my
boot, no matter how pretty it was. Don’t look so
horrified. I was doing the world a favor. My little
dragon was doing enough harm on its own. It did not
need any companions to multiply the chaos. It was
turning something to stone almost every day!
I didn’t really mind. Though I tried to rein in the
potential damage that would be caused by multiple
dragons, I actually enjoyed the little monster’s
activities. I can’t stand company. Yours excluded.
Yours, and one other young lady’s.
She always came looking for stories, though I had
fewer stories back then. I was still making them. But she
came to gawk at the statues, and gawk at my mirrors,
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and gawk at me. She listened, the perfect audience,
acute and quiet. She was not like you. She did not ask
questions. I liked it then. I did not see the point in
questions. I do now.
She did not know about my unusual dragon, and I
did not tell her. Maybe I did not want to scare her away.
Even if she suspected that a wizard’s workshop was a
dangerous place, she continued to come, long after she
was grown. She continued to come even after she was
married. She continued to come even after she had a
son, a loud thing, too large as a baby waddling around
my workshop, too large when he ran away, a teenager
who thought he was in love. She continued to come even
when she had a second child, perhaps born to console
her in the wake of her son’s abandonment, a baby girl,
who always seemed too little. Perhaps I should have
told her to stop coming. But I liked the company. That’s
not much of an excuse, but I liked her company.
One full moon, I came home late. My apprentice had
lost a few limbs, and it took longer than usual growing
them back. He was a squirmer. The first thing I did was
march straight toward the fireplace, ready to stomp, but
there was no egg. I looked all over the workshop, but
there was no egg. Maybe my little dragon had died. Or
maybe it just didn’t lay an egg this month. But I had a
bad feeling. I could say it was magic, but it was just a
hunch, a normal human hunch stemming from
probability and guilt.
I knew where the lady lived, though I had never
visited. I keep tabs on everyone I meet. It only takes a
stray hair, a forgotten glove. The door was open, so I let
myself in, and the first thing I noticed were the slivers of
shell on the ground, dark as coal and swirled with mist.
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I don’t know why that caught my eye before the two
human statues made of stone. Maybe because I did not
want to see her, frozen, eyes gazing down, down to
something she maybe thought was a gift and turned out
to be a curse.
Her husband’s eyes were wide, shocked, but her eyes
were calm. Her stance was calm, even with one arm
stretched out, stretched over a little basinet. I was
scared that I would find a stone baby, frozen dead
before its life could even properly begin. I peeked into
the basinet, and I saw the still flesh-and-blood baby girl.
Well, I saw most of her. I could not see her eyes,
blocked by her mother’s arm. A human blindfold.
I lifted the baby out of the crib, and I felt something
twine around my ankle. I put my hand over the baby’s
eyes, and lifted my boot, ready to stomp on the dragon.
But I didn’t. I couldn’t.
“Why didn’t you kill it?” asked Billie.
“A child had lost her mother that night,” said the
retired wizard. “I did not want a different mother to lose
her child.”
“Oh,” said Billie. “Did they find each other? The
mother dragon and its child?”
“Yes,” said the retired wizard. “They still visit
sometimes. Leaving more statues in their wake. We
have nice chats.”
“They can talk?” asked Billie.
“No, but they understand when I do, and I can
understand them well enough without them talking. For
the most part.”
“What do they talk about?”
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“I think… I think they feel bad,” said the retired
wizard. “At least, I still feel bad.”
Billie rubbed her hands on her trousers for something
to do. The wizard did not look so old, now. He looked
almost like a child. Like a child who was about to cry.
Billie thought she should say something, anything to
stop him from being upset.
“I thought we were supposed to slay dragons,” said
Billie. “That’s what happens in all the stories.”
“Knights slay dragons,” growled the retired wizard,
setting his empty tea cup on the arm of his chair. “I was
a wizard, not a knight. You are a little girl, not a knight.
Go home, now. I’m tired. I’m very tired.”
Billie got up and brushed herself off, surprised that
she managed to accrue more dirt just sitting on the floor.
Maybe listening to the story counted as having an
adventure. It felt a little like an adventure to Billie,
though the hero was beginning to fall asleep as he sunk
back into his lounge chair.
“I don’t think we could slay this dragon, anyway,”
said Billie.
“Hmph?”
“You can’t just stomp on a giant fire breathing
dragon,” she said. “Slaying big dragons is a lot harder.
A lot more dangerous.”
The retired wizard was frowning, and Billie was not
sure if he was mad at her, or if he was mad at all. Maybe
he was upset. Or maybe he was sad.
“If you want to beat a fire-breathing dragon, you
need to be more dangerous than a fire-breathing
dragon,” said Billie.
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“Do you think you could ever be more dangerous
than a fire-breathing dragon?” asked the retired wizard,
and he did not sound mad.
“I think I’d have to be at least two heads bigger,”
said Billie, smiling.
“Shut the door on your way out!”
It was more crowded in her brother’s home than
usual. She had to slip into bed with him and her sisterin-law. The dairyman and his two kids were in her bed,
and there were other people lying on the floor. Billie
was lucky, she supposed, because their house still had a
roof, and they still had most of their house. But with
everyone snoring around her, she did not feel very
lucky.
“Sissy?” Billie whispered.
She used to call her sister-in-law “mother,” when she
was a baby. But when she was a little bigger than a
baby, her sister-in-law made her stop. Billie was not
sure why. Sissy could not have children, or at least, she
could not hold them inside of her long enough for them
to become real babies. Billie thought she might like
having someone call her “mother,” but it just made
Sissy upset, and Billie tried her best not to make people
upset.
“Yes?” whispered Sissy.
“Why do I live with you and brother?”
“The retired wizard brought you to us,” said Sissy.
“Why?”
“Maybe he thought we were lonely.”
Billie thought that was not so bad, to be brought into
the world so someone did not have to feel lonely. She
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thought it would be better to be brought into the world
to slay dragons.
“Was he a retired wizard back then, too?” asked
Billie.
“No,” said Sissy. “He was a wizard when he brought
you here. He retired when he left.”
Someone was snoring, and someone else was
muttering under their breath. If the dragon came back
and burned down their house, where would everybody
sleep?
“Sissy?”
She did not answer. The breath of her sister-in-law
and brother was heavy and even. They were lost in their
dreams, maybe dreaming of a knight who would come
and slay the dragon. But Billie did not know any
knights. They had never passed through town before. By
the time word of the dragon reached the nearest
tournament, or wherever knights gathered to compete
and joust, the dragon might destroy everything and
everyone. The mutterer settled down, but Billie’s mind
did not. Everyone was sleeping and sighing and
whimpering like it was the end of the story. The story
had not yet begun. But with a dragon hidden
somewhere, ready to attack at any moment, the story felt
like it was already over for all of them.
The story could not end with the prologue.
Billie remembered that when she was little, very
little, she would sleep during the boring parts of a story,
waiting for the action to begin. Maybe she could not
make the action happen, but she was hoping she could
speed up the prologue. She knew she was very small
and only had one head. But with the wizard, she could
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have two, even if his head was muddled and covered in
wrinkles.
Billie slipped out of bed, leaving the town sleeping
behind her.
“Mr. Wizard?”
There was no response.
“Mr. Retired Wizard?”
Billie stepped through the open door, wiping her feet
on the matt, letting her eyes adjust to the darkness.
When they did, she had to slap a hand over her mouth to
block a scream. There was someone standing in the
middle of the wizard’s house, someone tall with long
arms, and she was so used to seeing him disappearing
into his chair that it took Billie longer than she would
have liked to admit to realize that it was the wizard
himself. Or, it used to be him. Because this wizard was
not flesh and blood.
Billie tiptoed forward, not sure who she was trying
not to disturb, and laid a tentative hand against the
wizard’s chest. Solid stone.
“I guess you’re really retired now.”
Billie let her hand graze across his chest, to his
shoulder, following his arm all the way down to a long,
pointing finger. For a moment, she thought it was
pointing to his discarded tea cup, and she lifted it up, the
familiar ceramic comforting, even if it was no longer
warm. But there was an object behind the tea cup,
resting over the arm of the chair, a thin dark piece of
fabric. A blindfold.
Something twined around Billie’s ankle. She
dropped the tea cup, and it shattered on the ground.
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Billie squeezed her eyes shut and lifted her foot,
ready to stomp. But she didn’t. She couldn’t.
The usual dragon was dangerous. But she knew of a
couple unusual dragons who were more dangerous.
And with them, she was technically two heads
bigger.
Billie kept her eyes shut as she groped for the
blindfold, grasping the soft fabric and wrapping it
tightly over her eyes. She could not even open them if
she tried. She felt the dragons move from her feet.
Something thin, a tail, maybe, flicked her left ankle, and
she shuffled to her left. It flicked her ankle again, and a
wet snout nudged the back of her left foot, so she kept
moving. And the dragons kept prodding.
She stumbled in the doorway, and a little again when
they led her off the path, but she did better than she
would have imagined she could while blinded in the
dark, being led by dragons. It was easier when she
stopped trying to guess where they would lead her and
just gave in to their direction, when she stopped
worrying they would guide her into a tree and just
trusted their guidance. She tried not to think of anything
at all but the little flick of the tail and nudge of the nose.
It was better than thinking, because thinking meant
thinking of the old man, now frozen stone, or Sissy and
her brother waking up and finding her gone, or the
dragon—
But she supposed it was okay to think about the
dragon. That was what this adventure was all about.
If you could call it an adventure. It was not very
thrilling, as far as stories go. Adventures in the stories
were supposed to be fun. But maybe they were only fun
for the knights and scary for who preceded the knights.
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She wondered how the unusual dragons knew where
to lead her. She wondered, until she smelled the smoke.
She did not know where she was, just that they had
walked far away from the forest, and they had walked
upward for a very long time on a steep incline. She felt
small bushes and shrubs rub against her legs, but now
she felt them crumble at the contact with her skin,
leaving a thick smudge of soot on her shins and calves.
It was still warm. She thought about stopping, stopping
and letting someone bigger than her continue, but the
unusual dragons were still nudging her onward, and so
she went. She tried to tell herself she was in a story.
And nothing bad could happen if it was just a story. The
worst thing would be if the story was boring, and then
she would fall asleep, and then she would wake up to
Sissy’s embrace and she would go running through the
woods, and she would visit the wizard—
At first, she thought the dragons stopped because she
took a wrong step. And it may not have been wrong, but
it was definitely a weird step. The ground beneath her
feet was no longer charred grass, but smooth stone.
Very warm stone. But it was very warm in general, very
warm all around her, all over her skin. But not all the
time. Just in steady gusts of air. Steady gusts of breath.
Of fiery, dragon breath.
Billie was glad she could not see. She was glad she
could not see the large head coming closer as the gusts
became harder to withstand, nearly pushing her over as
she struggled to stay straight and upright, like a hero,
like a knight, like someone two heads taller. Because
she was, technically two heads bigger. The little claws
stepping over her feet into two small, identical weights
were proof of that. And the gusts fell lower on her body,
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lower as they drifted down past her face, lower further
as they drifted down her legs to her feet.
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And then they stopped.
The small weights lifted from her feet and she heard
them scamper in front of her, scamper further and
further away until she could not hear them anymore.
When she could no longer even hear their echo, Billie
reached up, and slowly removed her blindfold.
Her hand, too busy clutching the blindfold, could not
block the scream before it leapt from her mouth. Two
large eyes stared at her, two large gray eyes. Solid gray
eyes. Billie stopped screaming when she realized they
were stone. The whole dragon was stone, though she
could not see much of it besides its large head, larger
than her body. She backed away slowly, backing out of
the soot covered cave, not wanting to turn from the
monster even though she was sure it could not hurt her.
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Then she remembered that there was still something in
the cave that could hurt her, and it might be better to
turn her back on them. So she turned her back and she
ran, covered from head to toe in the soot of adventure.
It was almost morning, and Billie rushed to be back
before her brother and Sissy woke up. She rushed to be
back before anyone else woke up, before the sun woke
up, and the birds and the trees woke up. There was no
knight coming down the path, riding his gallant steed on
his way to save them, but they no longer needed saving.
Billie rushed to be back in the story before she missed
the beginning of it, because it was about to begin,
everyone’s story was about to begin because of her.
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The earth was like a circular pond, viewing it from the
moon. It had more landmass than Chiyo expected and
had ice at the poles.
The maps in her father’s library, on folding screens
and plates, had the Tayoi Islands at the centre and
sometimes the mainland, featuring the Yu Empire.
Other maps had lines as routes, and locations had their
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names written out to assist with tax collecting or were
grids detailing paddy fields.
From Chiyo’s vantage point, there were multiple
continents, all of them larger than the Yu Empire. The
Tayoi Islands were small compared to everything else
and obscured by swirling clouds. Hearing tales and
seeing art about the outside world wasn’t enough, but it
was a start.
“Chi-chan.” Hana, wearing three layers of
overgarments, made her way to her younger sister,
huffing. “You have been out here for hours.”
“Did you think I lost my way?” Aside from the
craters, the moon hosted a palace for Zuki, its deity and
his attendants; Hana didn’t have to worry. Besides, she
had to look after her own well-being, as she had
recovered from a fever. They had been granted
immunity from feeling the harsh cold in this realm when
they first voyaged here, yet Hana was chilly enough to
overdress. “There is a lot to see from here.”
There were stars and other planets to observe.
Unfortunately, the best telescopes couldn’t glimpse the
depths of the universe. Chiyo was better off curling her
fingers and looking through the hole of her fist to get a
better look at things.
Hana, having lived here since she wed, was familiar
with the blackness around them. If anything, she feared
the vast emptiness out there.
“I can return to my guestroom.” Chiyo stood up. Her
legs cramped and then regained their strength. She
needed to look after herself rather than observe. Her
past matrons chided her when she climbed trees to
collect colourful leaves or kept cicadas in her bedroom
to hear the calls they each made.
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She struck a wooden pole into the ground, marking
where she would return to tomorrow.
Their walk to the palace required tiptoeing on their
sandals to avoid craters and pits, large and small.
Eventually, they found the smooth path to the palace
residence. The castle’s white walls glimmered against
the sunlight. The roof tiles were as pale as the ground
they walked on. The tower bell rang a number of times,
calling for the ideal hour to slumber.
Chiyo brought a lacquer box with her writing set and
sat atop her hill. These items were brought to journal
and inform her parents about her time here, but she
could use them for additional reasons. Her mother,
Nagisa, made sure that an excess amount of writing
materials were packed for the visit.
What did Chiyo know about mapmaking throughout
the fourteen years of her life? Next to nothing. When
Takashi, her father, commissioned a surveyor to
document roads in his domain, she asked to accompany
and learn about cartography. Nagisa forbid it, though
her father seemed willing to grant Chiyo the
opportunity. Her mother warned Chiyo not to burden a
man at work.
Chiyo pouted at the memory. Her father had a
reputation for being unconventional, like approving the
request of his youngest daughter Tomoe to learn the
Yuan language with a scholar. It was rare even for
princesses to receive such lessons. Why did Takashi
listen to Nagisa? He was one of the most powerful
daimyo in the Tayoi Islands, while Nagisa was
originally a kitchen maid!
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Chiyo was glad her father was willing to listen to his
children’s requests, though. Most women Chiyo’s age
were betrothed. She didn’t want to be a wife and mother
yet. A picture of the earth was what she desired. County
maps painted in rivers, roads, mountains, and
settlements. She couldn’t include the same small details,
nor did she have the skills to do her artistic vision well.
Who had ever heard of a map of the entire world? Was
that even possible? Worst of all, the earth rotated; it was
always going to tilt and turn before her.
But the world was less cloudy today; she had to take
advantage of that. She scrapped her inkstick against the
inkstone. She wet her brush and drew a thick circle on
her parchment. The outlining leaked to the right, as she
had set her paper slanted.
She was going to make many drafts.
“What have you done to this room, Chi-chan?” Hana
stood at the entrance of the guestroom.
The tatami mat hosted scattered, blotted parchments.
Some paper had just an empty circle. Others were
stained with blackness, small dots, or wave patterns.
Some were marked over with a big ‘X’.
Chiyo munched on a skewer of dango. The rice flour
balls were plain and chewy, but that was fine.
“These are my drafts,” she said. “I made you aware
of my idea, Hana-neesan.”
Hana pursed her lips, and finally sighed. She had
been bedridden due to a chill for two days, and her
husband tended to her, while Chiyo was left to her own
devices. If Nagisa or a matron were here, they would
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have disciplined Chiyo; her present antics were old
habits.
“I will tidy this, I promise.” Chiyo bit into the last
dango.
“Thank you… do you want to stroll through the
gardens?” Hana sniffed. Surely a chill was coming back
to her.
Chiyo had only one day left here, but she accepted
her sister’s invitation, as they had a precious amount of
time left together. She stepped on some of her pages to
make it outside.
The gardens were a bare sight. There were small
stone statues for lighting, but no trees or ponds. The
only animals here were rabbits.
“Where is your husband?” Chiyo said.
“He is preparing food for Mother and Father.”
“And all is well with you two?” Chiyo was asking
for Nagisa.
Hana gave a small nod and blushed. Her husband
was gentle and tended to her needs. Hana had been the
one to initiate talking to Taro. He was Zuki’s attendant
when they descended down to visit Takashi and Nagisa.
Hana had been smitten with him on sight. Part of the
reason why their parents never bothered to wed off
Hana was that her frail health and thin frame was
unlikely to survive childbirth. But, since Hana insisted,
her request to marry was approved.
Chiyo couldn’t stand the thought of wedding and
spending most of her days within the women’s quarters
of a castle and living by routine; she wanted to see the
world and everything beyond the place she was born in.
This excursion to the moon was a momentary
opportunity to venture; Chiyo was visiting her sister
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because their parents were unnerved about leaving the
earth. She had one day left to draw the best, most
accurate picture of her planet.
Three child servants threw around a temari ball.
Chiyo should have brought her own toy. She, as a prank,
had cut the sleeve of her eldest sister Yamato’s favourite
kimono and used the silk to cover the ball. Yamato had
pinched Chiyo repeatedly, but the pain was worth it.
That was how Chiyo could get back at Yamato’s
constant criticism of her younger siblings.
When she had first visited the moon, she had heard
about the people living here. They looked like plain
humans. The legends lacked details about the
inhabitants, but they played and spoke like anyone on
earth. There were too many mysteries in the universe.
What did other tongues sound like? What foods were
out there? When others looked up at the same sky as
hers, did they have different names for constellations?
Chiyo thought her mapmaking could contribute
something to the world and give it something it needed
to know about itself.
Chiyo was on her last piece of paper. She wouldn’t
borrow anything from the palace and burden her hosts
with a request.
The earth was obscured by the dark crescent of night
and cloudy. Those white masses could be huge—did a
weather god decide to stir up a storm today? Still, she
remembered the shape of the continents and could try
one more time to depict the world. The tip of her brush
touched the sheet and then twisted and turned to mark
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curves. These were the lands she’d never know. These
were the adventures she’d never have.
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She stabbed the sheet until it was soaked with ink.
She threw both the picture and brush away and covered
her face with her hands. She knew what frustration was,
always losing to Tomoe in a game of shogi. Now, her
failure was something grand and historic, disappointing
all of humanity. When would she have another chance
to view her planet and draw again? She would return to
the women’s quarters and never improve her
mapmaking. In the past, she climbed up onto the tiled
roof of her home and saw what was out there in the
domain. Seeing the whole world here made her life
seem even more cloistered.
“Is your despair monumental, Chi-chan?” Zuki, the
moon god, was standing nearby her. His silver hair was
cropped short this time. As usual, he radiated soft white
light off his skin. The overgarment he wore dragged
along the ground, decorated with pale flower patterns.
He smiled as he sat down beside her. He had yet to
spend enough time with Chiyo. The servants gossiped
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about her, spotting her carrying her tools as she stepped
outside and returned with stained hands and sleeves.
“I wish I knew how to make maps.” Chiyo picked up
a sheet. The Tayoi Islands were at the centre,
surrounded by the Yu mainland, but she had stopped
once she realized her homeland was proportionally too
large. “I want everyone at home to see the world’s
vastness. I did not even try drawing the other planets,
like the orange one or the ringed one.”
“Will you request your lord father to find a tutor?”
Zuki held up another sheet. At some point, collecting
these drafts together, one could distinguish all the
continents.
“I cannot be a mapmaker,” Chiyo said under her
breath. Nagisa and Yamato would protest, saying Chiyo
would bring shame to their family with her unwomanly
ways. They also said ladies couldn’t be smiths, but
Chiyo had observed daughters helping their fathers and
brothers with ironwork, tending to fires, and dipping hot
steel in cold water. The world wasn’t as strict or small
as her mother and sister imagined.
“And yet, you sit here, the first earthling trying to
capture the entire world in ink.”
Was she really the first? Had no one on this rock
thought to record the objects in the universe? Plenty of
people on earth gazed upon celestial bodies and were
compelled to compose songs and art. Surely, when
looking from the moon, something stirred within its
residents.
“Has no one here ever thought to draw the things
they see?” She hugged her knees against her chest.
“There are maps and books in the palace library. The
collection focuses on all of my moons, though there is a
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section about your planet,” Zuki said. “But it is of no
use to you.”
“Why not?”
“The earth alters much every few millennia.” Zuki’s
grey eyes were on the planet before him. He had done
his fair share of earthgazing. Sometimes, that planet was
covered all over with ice. In other eras, it burned and
glowed with lava. Zuki thought the earth would become
a forever wasteland that only the gods could walk. Yet,
life, in so many forms, managed to rise on that realm.
Chiyo’s attempt to do humanity the favour of painting
the whole world proved how ambitious and high these
creatures dreamed, despite their mortal flesh. Zuki
wished he could understand the urgency with
accomplishing things. The divine had no intention of
giving any credit to humans.
I still want to see all of the world, no matter how
impossible, Chiyo thought. “If only I could live as long
as you.”
“The elixir of immortality is crafted by my rabbits,”
he chuckled. “Would you like to have a sip?”
He, despite the laughter, was serious. If Chiyo
requested, he would extend her lifetime. Zuki was
strange, even compared to other gods. He descended
down to earth a few times a year just to visit Chiyo’s
parents. Apparently, Nagisa had helped Zuki with a
task, and he now considered her family as companions.
“If I live forever, I do not want to view everything as
dully as you.”
Zuki laughed aloud now. She was daring since the
first time he met her. She had been hiding in a closet
and spying on her parents to find out why they stayed up
so late at night at times. When the shoji to the closet was
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opened, Hana curled up, afraid to be seen. Chiyo stared
straight at Zuki with questions resting on the tip of her
tongue, but she had to apologize to her parents first for
eavesdropping. That was a girl whose curiosity always
overcame her.
He had invited Chiyo and Hana to the moon and
granted them the ability to survive here. It was good to
have new eyes in this old universe. She had stared in
wonder at everything when she first landed here. She
chose right; a short life made her experiences that more
exciting, needed. Though, he wished Chiyo chose to live
forever. They could see each other more often.
“Thank you for visiting, Chi-chan.” Hana and Chiyo
held each other’s hands as they stood on the veranda. “I
packed dango and mochi for Father, Mother, and our
sisters. The package is in the palanquin.”
“Mm hm.” Chiyo would ask to go to the moon again
next year. She may be an aunt by then. “It was good
seeing you. I wish you all the best.”
Chiyo stepped out on to the courtyard and entered
her carriage. She waved at Hana as the driverless
palanquin rose upwards. Hana was with a new family,
but it was good to see that she had settled in this place.
Hana, the palace, and the moon shrank. In this limbo,
Chiyo was the only one between the earth and moon.
The blackness of space was dotted with shining stars.
Next, she would try drawing this perspective too. As she
descended back to the earth, the darkness disappeared,
and she passed through a storm of clouds.
The cluster of the Tayoi Islands grew larger and
larger. One could see mountains first and then the castle
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residence of her family. The palanquin landed in a
garden of her home. Here, the grass grew and the
crickets chirped.
Nagisa hurried over to the palanquin. “Chi-chan, are
you in there?”
“I am.” Chiyo stepped out, bowed her head, and
thanked the palanquin as it ascended back up into the
air. One day, she may borrow the carriage to take her
somewhere else. Chiyo held up the box of treats. “Hananeesan gifted this to us.”
“Welcome back.” Takashi remained seated on the
veranda. “Shall we speak indoors?”
Chiyo recounted her visit within a room, all of them
sitting. The full moon was shining. Were Hana and Zuki
looking down on her? No telescope could spot the
palace up there.
When she was done, she asked her parents. “May I
go to the capital? Tomoe-chan will go soon and I want
to accompany her.”
“Why are you making this request?” Nagisa said.
Chiyo could get herself into grave trouble in such a
large city. What if she was lured into a gambling den, or
worse?
“I want to show my drawings to the shogun’s
cartographers.”
Nagisa narrowed her eyes at her daughter. She was
going to scold the girl later about wasting so much
paper. Chiyo recognized a refusal when she saw it.
Those surveyors would laugh at her pictures and never
believe her connection to the moon.
“Or… I want to go to the government archives to see
maps.”
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Nagisa turned to Takashi. He had listened to her
stories without interruption. Surely, he had something to
say.
“Thank you for travelling in our stead.” Takashi
closed his eyes and leaned against his armrest. “If you
want to embark to the capital, ensure all you need has
been prepared. I will write a request for you to make
inquiries in the shogunate archives.”
Nagisa let out a silent sigh. This child was growing
and looking more like her mother. They were nearly the
same height and had the same willowy figure.
Chiyo, on the other hand, bowed and expressed her
gratitude to her father. All she wanted to know was how
well she compared to the skilled mapmakers. She
couldn’t detail things as masterfully as a trained
surveyor, but she would see how they dared to put their
vision onto paper. She also had to plan to convince her
parents to let her take a ship and go beyond the Tayoi
shores one day.
When Chiyo left the room, Nagisa opened Hana’s
gift. The white balls of mochi and dango looked
harmless. There were tales of humans consuming divine
food and being spirited to outer realms forever.
However, cursed treats wouldn’t lure Chiyo out of the
safety and comforts of this home. Chiyo would willingly
go and see the world and beyond of her own volition.
She may live on the moon or go to places that were
unheard of and threatening to humans. Perhaps, Zuki
would take Chiyo to see the other planets to entertain
her. When that moment arrived, Nagisa would miss her
daughter.
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Everyone says that loss gets easier with time, but no one
tells you that during that time you may also lose
yourself. In my empty house, it’s the weird things I
notice; like that we made so much more trash when we
were a family. Now, it’s two, sometimes three weeks
before I do the sorting and make the trip to the transfer
station. When Hazel was small, we would go to Dunkin
Donuts on the way home, a treat I no longer feel the
need to indulge in. Bill used to joke that their motto
should be, “Everyone gets the runs from Dunkin.” Bill.
Five years is a long time, and not very long at all.
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I was waiting my turn at the #2 plastic recycling
dumpster when I spotted a large sign announcing that
the transfer station would be closed on Monday for the
Labor Day holiday. How had I forgotten that it was a
long weekend? It must have been on the office calendar.
The man in front of me threw a trio of milk jugs into the
dumpster. I smiled widely at him as he passed by,
excited by my discovery of the long weekend. He didn’t
return the smile. Probably thought I was crazy. On the
way home, I listened to Cheryl Strayed tell someone on
her podcast to be more adventurous. She said they
should get out and live a little. I decided to take her
advice as well. I would go camping.
I hadn’t been camping since Hazel was little, but I
still had all of our old camping stuff in the garage,
including an old LL Bean tent marked as a 4-man, but I
used to joke was a “two adults and one kid
uncomfortably.” Everything was as neat and organized
as Bill left it. It only took me twenty minutes to throw
the tent, plastic storage locker, and a cooler in the car. I
thought hard about what else I would need. Maine in
September can be tricky: cold nights and blazing hot
days or vice-versa. I didn’t have any hiking boots, but I
packed an extra pair of sneakers and twice as many
socks as I thought I would need. I texted Hazel to let her
know what I was up to. It’s weird, the reversal of parent
and child that had slowly taken shape since Bill died.
Now, I was the one telling her my plans and she was the
one anxiously hovering and checking to make sure I was
OK.
—Hey. I’m going camping for a few days.
—Good for you! Where are you going?
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—Not sure yet. I just decided. Somewhere with
hiking trails.
—Fun! Let me know where you are, if you are close
to Portland maybe I can hike with you. <3
I decided to head away from Portland. East. When
Bill and I were young we camped at a place called Tall
Pines in Camden. I made reservations through their
website; I’m spontaneous, but not spontaneous enough
to drive an hour to find that the place I wanted to go was
full. They had plenty of spots. On the way out of town I
stopped at Hannaford Supermarket and filled my cooler
with ice, hot dogs, marshmallows, energy bars, chips, all
the indulgent treats a mom takes on a camping trip. I
bought two bottles of wine, and a six-pack of Coke.
When looking over my items at the checkout I was
embarrassed. “I’m going camping,” I blurted out to the
cashier. “That’s why I have so many treats. A little
vacation for me, you know?”
The cashier, a woman in her mid-twenties had a
long, dark braid that swung down her back and a
nametag that read “Sheila.” She nodded slightly and
continued sliding my groceries over the scanner.
I loaded things into the car and gave myself a quick
once-over in the mirror. My short white hair startled me
sometimes, even after wearing it that way for almost
three years. I started going gray in my thirties and had
always dyed it brown, but after Bill died I stopped.
When the roots grew out and made me look like a skunk
I had chopped it short. I smoothed the shaggy ends
behind my ears and inspected the tiny lines spidering
out from the corners of my eyes. I slid on my sunglasses
and started the car.
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I pulled into the campground right after lunch. The
campground was more rundown than I’d remembered,
but I was still surprised there were sites left on their
website, after the number of “no vacancy” signs I’d
passed on the way up. Then again, it was a pretty barebones place. It didn’t have tennis courts, a pool or a
café. It was a spot for people who wanted to camp but
were too timid to just walk into the woods and pitch a
tent. People like me. People who didn’t go to
campgrounds to attend talent shows and meet people.
The tent stank of mildew after being wrapped up for
ten years but didn’t have any holes and was devoid of
spiders. I gathered some dead sticks from around the
site and piled them in the collapsing stone fire-pit. I
snapped the table cloth with its elastic corners over the
top of the picnic table and rummaged around in the
camping locker I’d hoisted into the trunk of the car
without even looking in it. I placed two citronella
candles in chipped pink and yellow painted glass jars on
the table and pulled on a LED headlamp. I found one jar
that contained dry matches, and another containing
batteries that had all burst. After camp was set up there
wasn’t much left for me to do at the site. I stared at the
water and tried to relax for approximately five minutes
before I decided to check out one of the many trails
leading up into the hills surrounding the campground.
When I checked in, the small store was empty. A
sign on the counter read, Family emergency. Be back
soon. Use the honor system. You’re on camera. An
envelope labelled with my last name was propped
against a coffee can. The envelope contained a hang tag
for my rearview mirror, a map of hiking trails around
the campground, and a notice from the State of Maine
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about deer ticks. I slid the papers into the back pocket of
my jeans. I started to leave, but noticed a display
featuring small bobbing compasses that attach to your
clothes with a safety pin. On impulse, I picked one up
and deposited $2.00 into the can.
I fastened the little compass to my shirt, and now it
bobbed on my chest as I stepped onto the trail. I decided
to hike about a mile up the mountain, as the trail was
well-used and easy to find. The map indicated that it
ended at an outcropping of rocks that had views to the
ocean. Small pebbles came loose as I made the ascent.
Due to the hundreds of miles I had logged walking after
Bill’s death my fifty-year-old legs were handling the
exercise much better than my thirty-year-old ones would
have. The air was warm and humid. Typical for Maine
in early September, but I was glad for the thick fabric of
my jeans as brush and brambles scraped against my
legs. I thought of a documentary I’d seen years ago that
showed ticks waiting in a field of grass, their front legs
extended, the back ones barely holding on to the stems
as they waited for the slightest touch of a mammal
walking by to glom onto. I’d doused my legs from toes
to hips with the bug spray I’d brought. I hope it worked.
Lyme disease terrified me, especially after seeing my
best friend Amanda deal with it for years. She didn’t
even know she’d been bitten, and suddenly a woman,
who’d run the Boston Marathon, twice, could barely
make it out of bed. It took three years of antibiotics and
naturopathic treatments before she could even walk
around a grocery store. I didn’t know if I could fight
through something like that for so long. All those pills
and pain.
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I glimpsed a young woman on the trail ahead of me.
Her waist-length black hair was held back from her face
with a red bandana. She disappeared around the next
curve under a canopy of trees, and I couldn’t help but
think of ticks leaping into that long mane of hair. I
wondered if I should say something to her if I caught up
to her, but quickly abandoned the idea. I was not her
mother.
I rounded the same corner she had disappeared
around and came to the end of the trail. A stone bench
perched on the side of the hill atop a large flat rock
offered a place to sit and take in the view. A vast sea of
trees rolled out softly to meet the actual sea, or rather,
ocean. The sky was turquoise and the ocean, a rich royal
blue, rose to meet it in a hazy line at the horizon. I took
my shoes off and shook out the small pebbles that had
gathered in the toes. I turned at a sound behind me. The
girl I’d seen earlier was leaning against the ledge. Her
matching white shorts and shirt were dirty and worn, as
though she’d been hiking for a long time.
“Hi,” she said.
“Oh, hi. Sorry,” I said. I was embarrassed for staring.
“What are you sorry for?”
“Interrupting your quiet enjoyment of the view,” I
said, although sorry was more of a verbal tic than an
apology. I sorried everyone, from waiters to car
mechanics to doctors. I constantly apologized for eating,
needing my car fixed, my health. Bill had said it was
very British of me.
“Don’t be sorry. I’ve seen this view tons of times.”
“Do you come here a lot?”
“Yeah. I like hiking.”
“Me too.”
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There was a long silence as we both stared out at the
ocean. Seagulls drifted on the air lofts. They were so far
away they looked like the little white Ms that represent
seagulls in paintings.
“Are you staying at Tall Pines?” she asked.
“Yes. It’s simple but I like it. Are you staying there
too?”
“No.” She turned and walked back up the trail
leading away from the campground without another
word.
“Well, that was weird,” I said aloud into the empty
clearing.
On the way back to my site I decided to wake up
early the next morning and take a thermos full of coffee
and a pack of powdered donuts up to the top for a
sunrise breakfast. I remembered I hadn’t texted Hazel
yet to let her know where I’d ended up and made a
mental note to do so. I worried about her worrying about
me.
It was approaching 5:00 p.m., and with the sun
nearing the horizon, the temperature dropped. The tent
had lost most of its musty smell, and I mashed the
sleeping bag and egg-crate mattress into it. I lay on my
back for a few moments, staring up at the trees through
the mesh top of the tent. I heard the high-pitched
whirring of a few mosquitoes buzzing around the inside
of the tent, but other than that the campground was
silent. Where were the other campers? I expected to
hear the boisterous laughter associated with too many
Budweisers, and the delighted squeals of kids eating
gooey toasted marshmallows. But save for the
mosquitoes, the campground was silent.
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I climbed out of the tent and zipped it shut. I
strapped the LED headlamp to my forehead. I located
the lantern and switched it on. No cranky old oil
lanterns for me. This one was also LED. I unscrewed
the top from one of the bottles of white wine chilling in
the freezer and dug out the package of hot dogs. I
snapped off my headlamp and peered into the darkness.
Nothing. No flashlights, no campfires through the trees.
I burnt my hotdog over the hot coals of my campfire
and ate it in a squishy white roll with mustard and
ketchup. I dug into a bag of ruffled chips and devoured
a pickle before deciding on a second hotdog. I’d
forgotten how wonderful a junk binge could be. I
finished a red solo cup of wine and had just poured
another when I heard the sound of footsteps on gravel
behind me. I turned and the girl from the trail earlier
held her hand up in front of her face to shield her eyes
from the bright light of the headlamp which I’d
forgotten I still had on. I switched it off.
“Sorry.”
“I’m the one surprising you in your campsite. You
should really reconsider your apologies.”
“I thought you said you weren’t staying the
campground?”
“I’m not, but I just came down from the trail and I
saw your fire.”
“How did you know it was me?”
“I didn’t. Sometimes I meet cool people by stopping
by their fires.”
I removed my second hotdog from the fire; it was
charred even worse than the one before, and was dry
and wizzled. I pulled the dog off the stick and was about
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to toss it into the fire when she said, “Don’t waste it. I’ll
eat it.”
“Oh, I’m sorry. I should offer you something to eat.
Let me make you another one. This one is a charcoal
briquette.”
“Nah, it’s fine. I’ll put a lot of condiments on it.” She
pulled the hotdog from the stick and jammed it into one
of the buns, and doused the whole thing with ketchup
and mustard. She ate the entire thing in three bites like
an anaconda swallowing its prey.
“Are you hungry? I can make another one.” I said.
“No, I’m good.”
I hesitated for a moment, unsure of her age. She
looked so young, younger than Hazel, but Hazel was
thirty now. “Do you want some wine?”
“Sure.”
I poured some into a cup and handed it to her. She
took a tiny sip. We sat and stared at the fire.
“Is this place always so empty?”
“Yeah. It doesn’t book up like the other places. Most
I’ve ever seen is fifteen campers at once, and there are
like fifty sites here.”
“Oh. I guess people like campgrounds with pools and
tennis and things.”
“Probably. What brings you to this place?”
“I didn’t want to spend the whole long weekend at
home by myself.”
“You don’t have a husband or kids or anything?”
“My daughter is grown. My husband died.” I refilled
my cup with wine. “Hey, I didn’t get your name?
Mine’s Jessica.” I extended my hand.
“Serene,” she said, but didn’t take my hand.
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I lowered my palm and rubbed it on my pants, as
though I’d stuck it into something dirty. “You must
have some friends to hang out with,” Serene said. “I
think it would be fun to be your age and be alone. You
could, like, start your life over or something.”
I didn’t want to start my life over. I wanted to keep it
going in the same direction. “I don’t have a ton of
friends. I used to have a best friend. She was my friend
almost my whole life, but I haven’t talked to her for a
long time.”
“What happened? Did you have a fight?”
“It was more than a fight. My friend, she had Lyme,
and she—“
“Lime? Like the fruit?”
“No, Lyme, the disease. You get it from ticks. You
don’t even know you’re bitten and then months later
you have these symptoms like MS. I’m surprised you
don’t know about it if you do a lot of hiking. There are
posters about it all over the state parks.”
Serene shrugged, “I must have missed them. I don’t
read a lot of bulletins and such. Anyhow, your friend
had this Lyme?”
I swallowed more wine and said, “Yes, and she was
very sick. For a while we thought she might die. One
night I went to take her a casserole and some flowers,
and she told me that she and my husband had been
sleeping together for almost twenty years.”
“Damn. What did your husband say?”
“Nothing. I never brought it up. He died two weeks
later.”
“Whoa. How did he die?”
“He had a stroke.”
“Did your friend die?”
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“No.”
“Do you wish she had?”
“Sometimes.”
Serene moved a little closer to me on the bench. “Do
you wish you had died?”
“Sometimes.” I clamped my hand over my mouth as
soon as the word slipped out.
“That’s really messed up,” said Serene. “Well, I
gotta go.” And without further discussion she slipped
off into the darkness.
I picked up her nearly full cup of wine and drank it
in two gulps, then moved on to the rest of the bottle.
When the wine was gone, I threw a few cups of water
on the embers of the fire and crawled into my sleeping
bag.
In the night I woke and Serene was in the tent with
me. Crouched with her face next to mine, not in a
sensual way, but in the way I imagined a cat would
position its face to steal your breath, as my grandmother
had warned me my cats would do to Hazel when she
was a newborn. I sat up with a start, and she was gone. I
pressed the button on the headlamp and the tent was
empty save for a few mosquitoes I hadn’t killed earlier.
I squished as many as I could before I pulled the
sleeping bag up over my head.
I slept way past sunrise but decided to hike up to the
overlook with some coffee and donuts anyway. It was
almost noon by the time I’d started a fire, percolated the
coffee, and dumped it into the thermos with a liberal
pour of cream. I changed my clothes and attached the
little compass to my shirt. I wasn’t in any danger of
getting lost on the short trail, but the bobble was
comforting. Once at the top I sipped my coffee and
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made my way through the package of donuts. When I
stood to brush the powder from my jeans, I saw Serene
leaning against the rocks, where she’d stood yesterday.
She wore the same clothes. Her hair was pulled back
with the same red bandana.
“You’re very quiet,” I said.
“I didn’t want to bother you. You looked like you
were enjoying your snack.”
“I was just about to head back.”
“Your story was very sad. You must be super lonely
now. No best friend, no husband. Camping by yourself.”
“It was a long time ago. I’ve gotten over it.”
“Too bad your daughter couldn’t come with you.”
“She’s busy and happy. Besides, I enjoy doing things
by myself. I spent a long time doing things with other
people. You’re by yourself, you must like it also.”
“I get terribly lonely sometimes. That’s why I’m
always eager to meet interesting new people, like you.”
“Oh, thanks. Maybe you should camp where there
are more people if you are so lonely.” I said.
She shrugged and slipped back up the trail, leaving
me alone at the top.
When I got back to the campground I finally texted
Hazel, but received no reply. I crawled into the tent and
fell asleep.
I dreamed I was running through the woods, the sun
high in the sky. The branches of the trees clawed and
whipped at me as I ran by. I tried to steer clear of them,
but I stumbled, and one caught me up in its long
branches. Instead of ripping me to shreds, it enclosed
me in a tight embrace. “You will never be alone here,” it
said.
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I woke up crying. I brushed the tears from my eyes
and sat up. The sun was still out but it was low in the
sky. My breath turned into small wispy clouds when I
exhaled. I lit a roaring fire and sat as close to it as I
dared while I read a few trashy magazines before
dinner. Hot dogs again. I wouldn’t eat hot dogs again
for a year. I decided against opening the second bottle of
wine that night after the strange dreams I’d been having.
Determined to see the sunrise on my last day, I ate a few
marshmallows, brushed my teeth, and went to bed
bundled in every piece of clothing I’d brought. The
campground was completely silent, and I slipped into a
dreamless sleep.
I woke up early. My campsite was shrouded in a
thick mist. I made coffee, hopeful that I would be able
to see the sunrise from the lookout, that the mist would
dissipate when I was above the tree line.
I knew Serene was there before I saw her. The hair
on my arms prickled when I sensed her. On my way up
I’d realized that she always came from the top of the
mountain, past the sign noting the elevation and a
warning from the park service to take your trash with
you. There were no trails beyond that sign, only craggy
granite cliffs.
“Hello,” I said without turning around.
“Good morning.”
“Here to watch the sunrise?”
“Yeah, I like to catch it whenever I can. It’s pretty
cool. You’re leaving today?”
“I am.”
“Why?”
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“That’s a weird question. Because I have
responsibilities, and I can’t live at a campground,
obviously.”
“Are you sure? Are you sure you want to go back?”
“Yes, of course.”
“Aren’t you afraid?”
“Afraid of what?”
“Afraid that all your best days are used up.”
“Nope,” I said. But her words were a punch in the
gut.
I stood and started down the path. She started after
me, but I didn’t speed up. I wouldn’t let her know I was
scared. I tripped and stumbled into a bush at the side of
the trail. When I righted myself, I was covered in ticks.
Hundreds of them in all sizes. I tried to brush them off,
but they just stuck to my pants and shirt with their tiny
black legs. I could feel them on the back of my neck and
behind my ears, crawling through my hair. I ran. I
should have taken off my clothes right there, but I was
still wearing nearly everything I’d brought, and didn’t
want to slow down. I thought I heard laughter behind
me, and when I glanced over my shoulder, Serene
grinned. Her smile was much wider than I remembered
it. I burst into my campsite, stripping off my clothes as I
ran. The majority of them landed in the still smoldering
fire pit, including my shoes. I ran to the pond that I’d
deemed too slimy to swim in yesterday and jumped in. I
frantically scrubbed every inch of my bare flesh, but the
ticks were gone.
I bolted from the pond dove into my tent. Nude and
huddled in my sleeping bag, I took a few deep breaths.
OK, I had stumbled into a tick nest. I’d read about them
before. Everything was fine now. They were gone. I was
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cleaned up, and in a few minutes I could be on my way
home. When I popped my head out of the sleeping bag,
Serene was crouched next to me, just as she had been in
my dream. I drew my head back in and popped it out
again just to check and make sure I was really seeing
her.
She rolled her eyes. “Still here,” she said.
“What do you want?”
“I want you to stay. Just think about it. You could
just stay here. Stay here with me. Take hikes. Meet new
people,” she said. She studied me with silver eyes.
“No.”
“But, Jessie. There is nothing left for you. Your
husband is gone. Your best friend is gone. They lied to
you for years. You are nothing but a burden to Hazel.
Think how much better off she’d be without you. You
should just stay, and rest.” Her voice was a soft coo, like
a mourning dove. The temperature in the tent
plummeted. My body shook uncontrollably, and I felt
my eyes starting to close.
“You know your best moments are over.”
There it was again. That phrase. Maybe she was
right. Maybe my best moments were over. I could say
for certainty that my best days all lay behind the wall I’d
erected separating my life into the periods before and
after Amanda’s confession. I started to drift off, and it
felt like I was floating in a warm sea even as my body
convulsed with cold. A sharp pain penetrated my outer
thigh, as though someone had poked me with a needle. I
reached down to find a hard ball with a pin attached. I
turned it over in my fingers, trying to figure out what
the gumball-sized object could possibly be, and realized
it was the compass. It must have fallen off my shirt
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when I’d gone to bed, fully clothed, the night before.
Serene continued cooing her cruel lullaby. “They
betrayed you, for years, right under your nose. You will
never have peace. Their dishonesty will haunt your
days.” She was probably right, but I didn’t care. I bent
the pin on the compass until it was straight out, and
clutching the tiny globe in my fist, I took a deep breath
and burst out of the sleeping bag.

Illustration © 2019, Rachel Linn.
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Serene was crouched in the same position as before,
her head and face now a blinding white. Her breath
unfurled from her mouth like serpents made of ice. I’d
been so sure up until a few minutes ago that she was a
run-of-the-mill psycho. I lunged forward and drove the
pin deep into her eye. It shot a stream of deep blue
blood, which turned into thick, ropelike icicles that
encircled my arm from bicep to wrist. Serene screamed
in agony and whipped her head from side to side. She
screamed and covered her eye with her hand. I worked
the door zipper a quarter of the way around before
Serene grabbed me by the shoulders and threw me
backwards. Ice dripped from her eye and onto my
shoulder, where it left tiny burns.
I plunged the compass into her other eye. Her
screams followed me out of the tent as I dove past her
through the small opening I’d made in the flap and
pulled it all the way open. I wriggled out, my naked
torso instantly covered with dirt and pine needles. I
pulled myself up and lunged for the car, only a few
steps away. The locks snapped into place when I
pressed the power lock. I shoved the keys in the ignition
and tore out of the campsite.
The skin from my wrist to my elbow, where the icesnakes had wrapped themselves turned a deep purple
and itched furiously. I switched the heater on full blast
and turned up the heated seat so high I could barely sit. I
stepped on the gas and didn’t slow down until I hit
Camden, when my phone, left in the console, made the
chirp indicating I had text messages. I pulled over and
watched the little bubble click up: 20, 30, 40.
—Mom, where are you?
—Mom, I’m worried.
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—Mom?
I swiped the phone on and typed:
—I’m here.
—I’m OK.
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The First Breath after
Drowning
Tannara Young

Illustration © 2019, Eric Asaris.

Eoway’s illusion began in darkness. Most illusions did.
The judges awarded more points for those which started
in light because it was harder to draw the audience in

Tannara Young

when the arena was already visible. Only a few
competitive illusionists did this: Pavonus of Ryba,
Gauis of Mithea, and of course, gold medal prodigy
Serona of Fertha. Eoway began in darkness.
The first sensation was not light. Because the
audience was looking toward the middle of the arena,
eyes wide to catch the first hint of light, it took a few
moments longer for them to realize the illusion had
started.
Cool air brushed across their faces in the dark. A
gentle touch: a breeze on the warmest day of winter,
with the ice almost chased away by the weak sun, but
still smelling of snow. The sensation swirled by, the air
flowing like a river through the crowd. The sound came
next: the sound of a breath exhaled into a dark night
after it was held for a long, painful moment.
When Eoway was seven her grandfather took her to
see the Crovi District competition. The illusion she
remembered most from that performance was a hatching
firebird. As music swelled through the arena, a burst of
fire coalesced into a shimmering, golden egg, swirling
with flickering flame. The audience held its breath as
the illusionist lifted the egg over his head and a crack
appeared, then another, and another, and as the music
reached a crescendo, the firebird burst forth in a sweep
of radiant feathers, swooped over the cheering crowd
and then came to rest on the upraised arm of the
illusionist. As it settled there, flaming wings folding
down, the scent of burnt sugar burst into the arena.
“I want to do that, grandfather.” She clutched his
hand.
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“I brought you because I think you have the gift for
it,” he answered. “My mother did, you know. Your great
grandmother. If you work hard, perhaps someday you
can compete in the arena.”
She didn’t remember now if the man who had made
the firebird had won a medal. She just remembered the
glowing wings and the sweet scent.
But Eoway never created something as beautiful and
detailed as that firebird. When her first teachers had
taught her all they could and she had a shelf of trophies
and medals from small, local competitions, she went
with her mother to the city. Now a shy, gangly girl of
fourteen summers, with long black braids and downcast
eyes, she was so nervous she threw up on her way to the
auditions for a more advanced teacher. Then, as the
master illusionists turned her away one by one, it took
all her courage to keep going.
The kindest of them, Ilion Dimitris watched her
entire illusion of a frog leaping onto a lily pad and
shaking off droplets of cool, pungent pond water; a
courtesy that some of the others had not even granted.
“Your artistry is sufficient,” he said. “You have a good
eye for composition and from your prospectus, I can see
your grasp of theory is superb. I am very impressed with
the strength of your supporting skills—particularly your
control of temperature and scent. But your visuals lack
the complexity of multiple elements, and I doubt you
will improve much in that arena. It’s not a matter of
practice, but innate talent.”
Eoway cried in the privacy of the guest house room
and then lay on her back, building the illusion of a tree,
beginning with an acorn and growing it bit by bit until
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she lay hidden in the roots and the green leaves rustled
overhead with a sharp, summery scent.
The next day, she asked her mother’s permission to
go back to the tryouts. During the second day, advanced
students who were looking for a more challenging
master held contests to impress the most skilled
teachers.
Eoway hung about the backstage and snuck into the
exhibition hall, listening to the gossip and watching the
illusions. It was there that she first saw Serona Allei
creating a rippling field of red poppies and blue star
flowers. The young woman’s skin glowed golden under
the shimmering sunlight she had conjured, and her
extravagant dark curls were suddenly adorned with a
swirl of colorful butterflies that spiraled up from the
flowers. As a herd of deer began to pick their way
across the field and a flock of birds swooped down from
above, Eoway slipped out of the door and stood with her
back against it. She tried to imagine holding an illusion
of flowers and butterflies and deer and birds, and took a
shaky breath.
“It’s not necessary to have that many visual
elements,” she told herself. “I may not be able to win
gold against an illusion like hers, but that doesn’t mean I
can’t rank.”
She straightened her shoulders and went to find Ilion
Dimitris. He was surprised to see her again, but even
more surprised when she squared her narrow shoulders,
and met his eyes. “I can improve my visuals,” she said.
“It’s not always about the number of elements but the
precision.” She held out her hand and concentrated. The
beetle on her hand had each segmented leg carefully
defined. The iridescence on his carapace shimmered in
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the light, and when he spread his wings and took off
there was a faint buzz of sound that precisely matched
his movement. He landed on the master’s hand, and she
saw his start of surprise when he felt the prick of the
tiny legs for a moment before the illusion vanished.
“Take me as an apprentice,” she said. “If I don’t rank
at my debut competition, I will go home and you can be
done with me.”
Master Ilion cocked his head to one side and stroked
his tidy black beard. Behind her, at the open door, two
apprentices hurried past. “Nine elements,” one said.
“Master Ranjeet and Mistress Tokaya both offered
for her,” said the other.
Then Master Ilion smiled. “I like to see
determination,” he said. “Why ask me to be your
master?”
Eoway had not expected that question, but she
rallied. “You have a reputation for demanding precision
and discipline,” she answered. “You are right that my
talent is limited in the scope of the elements I can
create, so the only way I will be able to win is in the
details of what I can do.”
He raised an eyebrow. “And?”
Tears wanted to well up in her eyes, but she clenched
her nails into her palm to hold them back. “And you
were kind to me and watched my whole illusion. I do
not think any of the other masters would consider me
again.”
“And you disagree with the best illusion masters in
Fertha that you can become a professional illusionist.”
Eoway swallowed. “I believe that I can rank,” she
said. “And consider: if you can teach me what I need to
rank, you will no longer be among the best teachers, but
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will have surpassed them. A teacher can be judged by
the skill of those he teaches, and if you can take
someone with as many obstacles as me, and teach me
enough to rank, then you are clearly more skilled than
the master who scarcely has to lift his hand because his
student is talented.”
“A clever answer,” said Master Ilion. “Determination
and flattery. If you can keep that up, my training will
see that you not only rank, but are decorated.”
As the sound of the exhalation died, it was followed
by another sound: toh… toh… toh… The sound of
raindrops falling. And there was the sensation of
droplets falling on lifted cheeks and parted lips. Small
gasps and cries of surprise from the audience created
another layer of sound over the rain now falling harder:
poh, poh, poh. The air smelled of newly wet stone, and
at last the darkness began to lift.
Serona took gold at her first competition and Eoway
ranked in eleventh place. Just enough to pass up from
the regional to the district competition.
“To rank in your first district competition is
exceptional,” said Master Ilion. “I am very pleased with
you.”
“I didn’t want you to drop me,” she said. “I promised
I would rank.”
“I wouldn’t have dropped you,” he said, gently.
“You are a credit to my house.”
“I made you a promise,” she said again.
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He frowned, tapping his finger on his desk. A small
part of Eoway’s mind filed away that sound to try to
recreate.
“A touch of humility and anxiety are useful in
performance—they can keep you from becoming
complacent. But if you are not careful they will begin to
cripple you.”
“I am not anxious,” Eoway protested.
“Do you think I am so harsh a teacher I would drop a
hard-working, skillful student because they did not keep
a promise to rank at their first district competition?”
Eoway swallowed. “I just…”
“You will not make excuses,” he said, severely. “If I
say you must work on your anxiety, you say…?”
“Yes, master. I will, master.”
“Good. Now, I want you to focus this next month on
a series of fractal exercises. Adding an element of chaos
to your work will help compensate for your limited
number of visual elements.”
Serona shot straight to the Imperial Arena, while
Eoway continued to slowly climb the ranking in the
provincial. When she was eighteen she won silver and
when she was twenty she won gold.
When the score was announced, she burst into tears
on Master Ilion’s shoulder. Despite his usual aversion to
strong displays of emotion, he patted her back and
fished a silk handkerchief out of his pocket.
When she had composed herself he said, “We are
going to commission a personalized composition for
your Imperial debut. If you control the timing of the
music, you can leverage your precision even more than
you did today.”
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When Eoway’s illusion of frost creeping over an
autumnal forest won her the bronze in her first Imperial
Competition, she could have retired right then perfectly
happy.
At the reception afterwards, she felt drunk on a
combination of disbelief, success and the pale,
effervescent Souvin wine filling the crystal goblets.
Eoway wondered if that long-ago illusionist who had
created the firebird had ever felt this combination of
heat and light and weightlessness and if that was why he
had created a bird of flame and air in the first place.
Then as the night unfolded, Serona, who had won
another gold with a recreation of a scene from the Tales
of the Ruby Prince, approached Eoway, whirled her into
a dance and then kissed her.
Dressed in glittering, scandalously transparent red
silk, Serona was the epitome of an Ocillian sophisticate.
Eoway’s lips burned with the kiss, and she felt as
though a lightning bolt had shot straight down her spine,
catching everything on fire.
“The scent of your forest was intoxicating,”
whispered Serona, painted lips near Eoway’s ear. Her
breath was hot on Eoway’s neck and her nose grazed
Eoway’s temple. “Come and dance with me again.”
Master Ilion was not pleased. “She’s a player,” he
said. “She dances from flower to flower and pays no
attention to the havoc she leaves behind.”
“I know,” said Eoway, sighing. How could she
explain that she knew that the firebird burned out
eventually, but it’s beauty was unparalleled until then?
“But maybe this is different? We complement each
other—she says I ground her.”
“And what does she do for you?”
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“She shows me the beauty of the world in
everything she does. She is a star in the dark night, a
dragon flying above the clouds.”
Master Ilion shook his head. “Do not let the illusion
fool you,” he said. “You of all people know that.”
What if this is not an illusion? She wanted to say.
But instead, she said, “Yes, master.”
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The raindrops themselves were the light. Drops of
silver falling from the darkness above, each one distinct.
The light grew as a faint mist swirled through the drops
of water, and in the center of the arena the water fell
faster and faster, a shimmering, dancing curtain. At last
the audience could see the illusionist. She wore a soft
white gown, a typical color for a contestant because it
was an easy base from which to weave oneself into the
illusion.
With Eoway’s patient instruction, Serona’s illusions
became even more spectacular. Her grasp of the
supporting elements became more complete, and as a
special honor she was requested to perform for the
Empress’ birthday.
Eoway laced her into the diaphanous white silk and
helped arrange her riot of curls into an artfully
disheveled tangle. Brushing a kiss over her lover’s
golden shoulder, she stepped back to admire her
handiwork.
Serona picked up the powder pot and brushed a hint
more color on her cheeks. She met Eoway’s eyes in the
mirror. “I really wish you could come,” she said.
Eoway smiled. “I don’t mind. I’d be scared out of
my mind bowing to the Empress and trying to make
small talk among the courtiers. I will be excited to hear
about it tomorrow.”
Serona kissed her and left in a swirl of silk.
Eoway’s black hair spilled in a long fall over her
white gown. She knelt motionless on the curl—the
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slowly rotating circle that brought all sides of the
illusion to each part of the audience. Her hands were
cupped in her lap. The only part of the illusion that
seemed to be centered on her was the rain caught in
those cupped hands: a shimmer of water, its surface
dancing with the impact of the drops.
It was embarrassing how long it took Eoway to
realize she had been cast aside. She rarely read the
broadsheets and didn’t socialize much outside of her
small group of friends. But some of her friends were
other illusionists, and eventually she realized that the
gossip about Serona and an Imperial general was quite
true.
The worst part was that she had always known that
her time with Serona was finite, but she had thought that
they would part as friends.
“Why didn’t you come to Denae’s dinner party last
night?” Eoway asked, knowing the answer and dreading
what Serona would say.
“Oh, I got caught up working with Reguli on the new
composition.”
“Really? Because Alba and Corin saw you at the
Opera House with General Talegneti.”
“Oh!” Serona looked genuinely surprised, like she
had forgotten that she had been glittering on the arm of
the famous general, or it had been of so little notice to
her that it had not occurred to her that she should
mention it. “Well Reguli has a piece in the showcase, so
of course I had to go.”
She wasn’t going to admit to anything if Eoway did
not say it first. “Are you sleeping with him?”
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“With Reguli? Gods, no!” the horror in Serona’s
voice was not faked.
“With the general!” Eoway said between her teeth.
For the first time discomfort crossed Serona’s face.
“Don’t get all jealous,” she said. “I can’t abide that.”
“Why would you go behind my back like that?”
Serona turned on her. “Don’t sound all selfrighteous, Eoway! Just because you’re happy to rank in
a few competitions, doesn’t mean that’s what I want! I
am going to be someone.”
“What you are is a liar,” said Eoway, tears running
down her cheeks.
“Don’t call me liar!” Serona flushed with anger. “It’s
you who can’t take the competition. You know nothing
about winning.”
“You selfish…!”
“Selfish! You just want me to be mediocre like you!”
“I won bronze!”
“Ooh, bronze! I won gold seven times in a row and I
will win it next time too. I don’t know why you would
compare yourself to me.”
“Without my coaching, you would have lost that last
gold to Alba! I should have let you lose. The gods know
you don’t deserve another gold!”
“You…!” Serona lifted her fist, and Eoway jerked
away. For a moment they stared at each other, faces red,
breath heaving.
“Get out!” said Serona. “You toad.”
Eoway stumbled out of the room. She felt like she
couldn’t breathe. She sat on the stairs, panting and
crying and shaking.
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The rain fell harder and the cold wind whipped about
the arena. The audience squinted through the lashing
drops and wrapped their arms around themselves. Even
the ones who prided themselves on seeing through the
illusion, who would pick it apart after, finding all the
flaws and flat angles, shivered at the sense of being in
the midst of a storm.
The wind moaned with a low, despairing note. The
wetness on the people’s lips tasted of salt—like seaspray or tears.
Eoway always knew it wouldn’t last, but she
assumed it would end with more, well, kindness. A
drifting apart, or maybe sad, quiet talks where they
decided to each go their own way.
But this sudden, unexpected cruelty? A day that
began with kisses and ended with biting words? And
then the gossip that followed, fueled by Serona
herself: “… a jealous rage… I was afraid… had to end
it… even though I loved her.” There had been no talk of
love until it was Serona’s broken heart.
Eoway fled to her friend Denae’s house and almost
kept going: out of the capital, away, away, back to her
family’s little village in Donan or further to the edges of
the Empire where the necessity of fighting barbarian
hordes and magical creatures made the illusionists’ art a
useless bauble of the capitol.
Denae stopped her. She had won gold once, before
Serona began her streak. “You won bronze,” she
reminded Eoway. “That qualifies you for the Imperial
competition without having to rank in provincials
again.”
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“I can’t compete this year! Not against her!”
“So you’re going to let her run you off without a
fight? You were the one who worked to be here. She
danced to the top on talent alone—she’s never fought
for anything in her life.”
“It’s so unfair,” moaned Eoway.
“Do you want to be like her: selfish and entitled?
Someone who uses people and casts them aside like
rubbish? What do you think is going to happen to her?
That general already has a highborn wife, and he goes
through his lovers faster than Serona does. She won’t
win gold forever—she’ll lose her stamina and finesse as
we all do, and then what will she have?”
“I don’t want to talk about her,” said Eoway. “She’ll
win gold for years yet. She’s like the sun—that’s what
the Empress called her: ‘daughter of the sun.’ She burns
with the glory…”
Denae made a gagging sound. “You sound like you
want her back!”
“I don’t!” But it still felt like she couldn’t breathe.
Eoway stayed, but she refused to go out. She barely
practiced. She lay in her room with the shades drawn
and stared into the darkness. There had been no talk of
love until it was Serona’s broken heart. But it wasn’t
Serona’s heart that had broken—it was her own, stupid,
senseless heart. Serona had been her gold. She was
confidence and beauty. She was the firebird, bursting
dazzling into the night, sweet and hot and dangerous.
The air swirled through the arena, swirling the
droplets into a twister that drew in on the illusionist still
seated on the curl. Somehow the wind made it hard to
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breathe: as if it stole all the air that had been exhaled
and kept back just a little more than the lungs needed.
Water poured down on the illusionist: SSSHHHH—a
torrent of silver. The wind whipped around and around,
blinding the audience in drops of silver.
What changed? Eoway would like to say it was one
moment—that one when she stepped outside into a
summer storm and the rain pouring down flooded away
the tears pouring down her face. Or a moment when she
created the perfect illusion and knew for certain that
what Serona had said wasn’t true. But it was lots of little
moments: Denae’s kindness. A breath of fresh air that
smelled like her father’s pear orchard. A letter from
Master Ilion with news of her faraway friends. Many
little things that reminded Eoway that even if she had
loved Serona, she had never crafted illusions for her.
She wrought her illusions from the memories of her
parents’ pride, from the determined, patient tutelage of
her teachers, from her own joy in the crafting. None of
these things could be taken by Serona’s harsh words.
She practiced more and more—losing herself for hours
in the casting. So, it wasn’t one moment that changed
everything, but it was the memory of sobbing into the
storm that gave her the idea for her competition piece.
Denae was relieved she was going to compete, but
cautious. “You have only a month to prepare, Eoway.
That’s not much time. And how on earth are you going
to get an original composition recorded in a month?
You’ll have to use pre-made music and that will start
you out with lower points already.”
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Eoway considered and then took a breath. “I won’t
use music.”
“What!”
“I will create enough sound within the illusion. I
won’t need music.”
Denae stared at her. “If you manage that your
supplemental score will be really high, but Eoway—are
you sure?”
“Serona was right when she said my visuals aren’t
complex. But my supplementals are. Look!” She held
out a sheet of parchment covered with scribbles. “If I
get full points in each of the supplemental categories, I
don’t need to score high on the visuals.”
“Full points in all the supplemental categories?”
“I can’t be second rate if I can do what no one else
has ever done!”
“I don’t know if you are a genius or mad.”
The second before the audience began to panic,
everything stilled. The twister of rain exploded upwards,
all drops of water reversed into a fountain of light. They
hung above the arena in a sheet of shimmering light.
Then light-rain fell toward the uplifted faces, turning
from icy to warm, from salt to sweet, silver to the palest
of gold. Then no longer falling but drifting. Wafting
from above with a faint sweet scent. Flower petals
falling from unseen trees, dancing in the re-gentled
breeze. They brushed like dry, silky kisses across cheek
and brow—filling the laps and hands and whispering
into the spaces between the seats.
Then, beginning at the highest seats in the arena the
petals faded. Darkness ran down, contracting toward
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the curl. Eoway sat there, still in soft white, a fall of
golden petals about her. The breeze danced through the
arena, stirring the petals, returning the air it had stolen—
bringing a scent like lemon flowers and warmth like a
breath across sensitive skin. Slowly the breeze died, its
whispering stilled. Slowly the light from the petals
faded, the few cupped in the illusionist’s hands the last
to fade. The darkness was silent for the space of an
exhalation and then another.
The silence held as the lights came up, illuminating
Eoway. She stood slowly, her pale skirts falling into
order about her. She turned toward the stunned judges
and gave a little bow. The audience drew a collective
breath and began to cheer. They lept to their feet, even
climbed onto their chairs, clapping and shouting and
wiping away tears.
‘It was the lowest visual score to ever win gold,’ the
broadsheets reported. ‘But the scores almost do not
matter. This performance has redefined what is
possible. Will anyone who sat through that storm—who
heard it, felt it, tasted it, be satisfied again by pretty
pictures and sparkling lights?’
‘Eoway of Furtha is without a doubt among greatest
illusionists of our time.’
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Through the Dark,
Persephone Speaks
Jennifer Bushroe

Illustration © 2019, Miguel Santos

Jennifer Bushroe

You do not know
the bravery it takes
to do nothing, the courage
I employ to sit
on this cold, obsidian throne
and watch pale shades
when above me—without
me—lie bloom-snuffed fields.
You artless students,
you highbrow scholars,
you call me passive
and meek. But it takes mettle
to keep from trying
my odds with Cerberus, and
swimming Styx, climbing
countless stairs toward the light.
A life shouldn’t revolve
around a handful of seeds,
a father shouldn’t choose
for his child, a mother
shouldn’t be barred from visiting,
rape shouldn’t be dismissed
as abduction; I shouldn’t know
what it takes to do nothing.
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My women have the earth
in their womb.

Eva Papasoulioti

On her birth, she will sign
a contract for her oceans
and ley lines.
When she’s barely of a thousand dawns
she will be given for marriage
her value measured in coal,
olive trees and light-years.
She will be made to prove her innocence
in silent thunderstorms and
bloody sheets.
My women will tell her
the truth is made to be stardust
the woods are meant to be ashes.
In the end, it will remain nothing but
a geography of broken galaxies
that warp her stretchmarks into embers.
When my women remember their lost future,
they will cut her umbilical cord
with their teeth
and hand her the sun
to torch her way to owning herself.
Maybe the blaze will fracture her more
turn them into eternal
midnight
but she will fight now,
a solar storm breathing resistance,
an end in beginning.
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Rufina Jinju Kang

Riddle: When is a hummingbird mightier than a
dragon?
Answer: Every time I encounter a bone-chilling wind
that causes me to flinch and curl into a ruby-scaled ball,
and you enfold me in soft feathers the colors of rose
quartz and amethyst
and sing me a lullaby that reminds me of where true
north is.
Riddle: Why do we never feel safe?
Answer: Because we aren’t, my dear one.
We expose ourselves to needles and javelins
the moment we step outside our homes.
We protect people who all too often won’t protect us.
We were never meant to survive,
and the world reminds us of this every day.
Riddle: When am I allowed to touch your hair?
Answer: When the firestorm begins despite our efforts
and we have no other recourse but to braid a rope
from your curls to help us flee to the moon.
Have your go-bag packed and under your bed
so that when my claw taps on your bedroom window,
you’re ready to fly.
Riddle: What will we eat on the moon?
Answer: We will bring seeds
as well as other provisions with us,
and we will plant a garden.
I will spread my plaid picnic blanket upon the lunar
ground,
and we will serve our children sandwiches
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and fruit salad and lemonade
under the light of a burning Earth.
And they will ask us
What is that pretty orange jewel in the sky?
And we will say
That is Earth. It used to be blue and green.
If the fires ever stop burning,
we’ll take you back there to visit.
But it hasn’t been a safe place
for anybody with scales or feathers
for a long time now.
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